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Seminar
planned in
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Talks may
resume to
end Gaza
conflict

Making A Difference

By HAWKINS TF_AGUE
'Staff Writer
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The Kentucky Small Business
Development Center at Murray
State University will host a disaster preparedness seminar
from 6-8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Robert b. Miller Conference
Center.
The seminar is titled "The
Basics
of
Disaster
Preparedness." and business
owners will learn how to do a
self-assessment, develop a continuity plan and understand
incident response, recovery and
restoration. Chris Wooldridge,
the district director of the
SBDC, said the seminar is free
but that people are asked to register so that the proper amount
of seating can be arranged and
enough materials can be provided. Wooldridge said people may
still register on Monday and can
reach him at 270-809-2856.
People may also sign up by visiting http://bitly/IrFf4Th.
Wooldridge said he would be
speaking about planning before
a disaster happens and cash
flow planning after the disaster.
Jeff Steen, assistant director for
emergency management with
the MSU Department of Public
Safety, will be speaking on topics related to the disaster event
and Dr. Francie Smith from
MSU's College of Business will
speak about on disaster commu-
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By MOHAMMED DARAGHMEH
Associated Press
CAIRO (AP) — Israel and the Names
militant group accepted an Egyptian ceasefire proposal Sunday, clearing the way for
the resumption of talks on a long-term
truce to end a month of heavy fighting in
the Gaza Strip that has taken nearly 2,000
lives.
The announcement marked the second
time in less than a week that the bitter enemies had agreed to Egyptian mediation. A
similar three-day truce last week collapsed
in renewed violence over the weekend.
The truce took effect at midnight (2101
GMT), preceded by heavy rocket fire

•See Page 2
JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times
Shirley Boone of Murray, left, hands bags full of old tax and medical records to Brad Martin of Cintas Saturday
during the 97th Make a Difference Day event at Murray State University. The Cintas shredder was quite busy,
disposing of 4,000 pounds of old documents in the never-ending battle to prevent identity theft.

KSP: Harrington
involved in Graves
County shooting
Staff Report

By)OHN VVR1GHT
Staff Writer
Carol Cromer said her curiosity got
the best of her Saturday.
She had to see for herself just how
effective a shredding unit from the
Paducah-based Cintas records destruction business really was. So after submitting old personal finance records to
Cintas' Brad Martin, she decided to
stay a little longer to watch the show.
"OK, it does do well," Cromer said;
clearly impressed. "I know one thing.
My shredder at home can't do that."

Cromer and several other Murray- 5,778,000.
area residents gained piece of mind in
"I'm actually having to do that on a
the ever-continuing battle against calculator twice to make sure that's
identity theft Saturday. Bill Wells, right. Can you believe that?!"
organizer for the event that was in its
It all goes with what Wells, also
97th installment at Murray State Murray's mayor, calls the communiUniversity, said the shredder took care ty's desire to recycle. The 415 vehicles
of 4,000 pounds of documents, and that he recorded as having gone
that was just part of the whole story.
through the various receiving booths
"Those two tons count for our total for a variety of recyclable items, is testake of paper products for the day so, timony to that.
More than likely, though,that total is
including what was shredded, we had
22 tons total," Wells said. "That now likely to be dwarfed when the 98th
means we have taken in, since this
•See Page 2
started in 1995, 2,889 tons, which is

Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington is in the hospital this week
after it was reported he was involved in a
shooting incident in Graves County
Friday night.
Kentucky State Police Public Affairs
Officer Jay Thomas told the Murray
Ledger & Times Harrington suffered a
gunshot wound to the head Friday night. A
KSP.investigation is ongoing, but it is a
noncriminal investigation, and no foul
play is suspected. Thomas said.
There will be no forthcoming arrests, he
added.
Harrington
was transported
to
Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville,
Tennessee. His condition was not
released by hospital personnel.

CCHS graduate works
with Ugandan youth
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Centre College Senior Morgan
Emilia Williams doesn't have all
that much good to say about her
summer internship.
It wasn't that she didn't learn
a great deal working with the
Uganda Hands for Hope program on the ground in Africa,
but the experience uncovered a
daunting fact for her: there is
so much work left to be done,
and that work, she said, is in
decisive need.
Williams, a 2011 Calloway
County High School graduate,
spent most of her summer in
the landlocked Sub-Saharan
African country of more than

35 million people teaching
,English, reading and basic
mathematics in afternoon
classes. The country contains
one of the worst slum populations in the region, accounting
for more than half of the people living in Kampala, where
she did her work.
Hands for Hope is a child
sponsorship program, and
through
donated
funds,
Williams and her internship
•colleagues aided children of
various age groups through
education, which organization
leaders believe is one of the
first steps to a better life free of
poverty.

•See Page 2

Photo provided
Above, children who are part of the Uganda Hands for Hope program hold up blankets they
received from the Ty Cariad British nonprofit organization. Calloway County High School graduate Morgan Emilia Williams interned with Hands for Hope this summer.
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mph becoming calm in the
evening
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 82. Calm wind
becoming north 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 80.
North northeast wind 3 to 6
mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 84. North northeast
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
dear, with a low around 62.
North northeast wind around 5
mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 86. Calm wind
becoming south southwest
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 65. West
wind around 5 mph becoming
light and variable after midnight.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 89. South sobthwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 69.

Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 84. Calm wind
becoming west 5 to 7 mph in
the afternoon.
Monday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 68.
Northwest wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 83. Light northwest
wind increasing to 8 to 13 mph
in the morning. Winds could
gust as high as 21 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 59.
North northwest wind 5 to 7

U.S. 'fully supports'Iraq president
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States said Sunday it
"fully supports" Iraq's new president,just hours after embattled
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki
accused him of violating the
constitution.
The
State
Department
responded
after al-Maliki
accused Fouad Massoum, who
was named president last
month, of neglecting to name a
prime minister from the court-

try's largest parliamentary faction by Sunday's deadline. He
said Massoum has violated the
constitution "for the sake of
political goals."
State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki said the U.S.
rejects any effort to use coercion or manipulation in the
process of choosing a new Iraqi
leader. She said the U.S. supports the process to select a
prime minister "by building a
national consensus and governing in an inclusive manner."

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?

W W W.011

From Front
-Those kids deserve everything that I had growing up, but
they don't have it," she said.
"That's depressing."
Williams is a double major in
environmental studies and international studies. Her interest in
Africa was sparked in the fall of
2013 when she enrolled in a
class on Sub-Saharan politics.
Next came a course on religion and political violence in
Africa taught by visiting professor of history Jonathon Earle.
Earle said Williams' internship has exposed her to the real
challenges in developing countries.
"Communities
throughout
Kampala are confronted with a
number of social and economic
JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times photos
challenges, including school
Robert Danielson, who manned the West Kentucky Mentoring Inc. booth Saturday, was willfees for education, employment
ing to enter the enclosed trunk of a pickup truck to help move bags of donated items faster
opportunities and population
during the 97th Make a Difference Day event at Murray State University.
growth," she said. "This summer, she (Williams) has the
opportunity to partner with
local communities and help
develop culturally appropriate
responses to some of these
From Front
obstacles."
installment arrives Oct. 4. He
The children she taught in
said not only will the Cintas
Uganda face pressing economic
shredder return, but so too will
and cultural issues in the shortScott Recycling of Knoxville,
and longterm future, and the
Tenn., to collect old television
outlook looks bleak, Williams
sets and computers for recysaid. Still, she remains motivatcling. This waS the basis for one
ed to do what she can to work
of Make a Difference Day's
on behalf of those who hurt
biggest days ever in 2013 when
because of disadvantages out of
555 vehicles were recorded.
their control.
"Ordinarily, 350 would be
Studying these things acaconsidered a good day for us.
demically is good, and I've
When we get 400 or more, like
learned a lot," she said, "but it
we did (Saturday). that shows
doesn't show you what's hapwe're really busy," Wells said.
pening on the ground."
"We had a forecast for a 60 perOnce her school year begins
cent chance of rain. but I was
again at Centre, Williams is
optimistic. 1 put on sun screen
already planning another trip to
and J'm glad I did (as the sun
Africa as part of a Centre Term
did eventually shine on Murray
study abroad program in
for the final two hours of the
Cameroon, and she would like
event)."
to work in African development
The following are final totals
after graduation.
for Saturday's 97th Make a
Williams said her experience
Difference Day; all-time totals
there should be very different,
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum prepares to deposit a
are also,included:
as the two African countries are
• Pape22 tons (The local newly-donated bag of old prescription medications into a
very different geographically
school -district resource centers bucket Saturday during the 97th Make a Difference Day event
and culturally.
receive $25 per ton) ... 2,889 at Murray State University.
"Cameroon is a microcosm of
tons all time.
Africa," she said.
• Eyeglasses: 152 pairs pounds (Murray WATCH) ... Bus Sales) ... 17,685 all time.
Williams is the daughter of
(Murray Lions Club collects 109,000 pounds all time.
• Clothes: 500 pounds (Angels
Vickey Cowart of Almo and
these) ... 29,903 pairs all time.
• Shoes: 137 pairs (Murray Attic) ... 9,350 all time.
James Williams of Murray.
• Ink jet cartridges: 1,004 Kiwanis to benefit drinking
• Prescription medication: 18
(West Kentucky Mentoring)
water programs for Third World gallons (local law enforcement)
41,849 all-time.
countries) ... 2,503 all time.
... 472 all time.
• Glass: Estimated 2,000
• Cell phones: 25 (CASA By
• Books/magazines: 1,000
pounds ... 58,000 all time.
the Lakes) .... 2,407 all time.
pounds
(Community
• Motor oil: 110 gallons (Taylor Education).
• Aluminum
cans:
700

•Make A Difference Day...

LIVE UNITED!

We want to hear it, too!

•Preparedness...
nications
with
stakeholders.
-The general idea is that 80 percent of disaster
response is done before the disaster,so what we're
trying to do is get people thinking along the lines
of 'What do 1 need to do to prepare for it!' What
am I going to see during the disaster from a
response aspect?' and then, 'What happens afterward and how do I communicate?" Everybody's
going to get a work book on different forms, and
that will get them thinking about what they need
to do as some prep work."
Wooldridge said communication immediately

From Front

To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Matters!
Your Gift

753-1916

LEDGER &TIMES

after a disaster is critical to recovery. Resuming
cash flow after a disaster is also key to recovery
because the longer a business is down, the less
likely it is to be successful after it is up and running again.
"I don't think anyone's going to leave the seminar with a degree in disaster management, but the
idea is to put some tools in their hands and get
some questions going in their heads and hopefully
come back around to us and let us know how we
can help them."
The seminar is co-sponsored by the MSU Arthur
J. Bauernfeind College of Business, the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and
Murray Main Street.

II Conflict...
From Front

Coming Soon!!!
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toward Israel. In Cairo, the
Egyptian Foreign Ministry' said
the cease-fire would alltm
humanitarian aid into battered
Gaza neighborhoods and the
reopening of indirect talks on a
more lasting and comprehensive deal.
Hamas is seeking an end to
the Israeli-Egyptian blockade
against Gaza, while Israel wants
Hamas to dismantle its formidable arsenal of rockets and other
weapons.
negotiators
Palestinian
accepted the proposal early
Sunday after meeting with
Egyptian officials throughout
the weekend. Israeli officials
concurred later. Both delegations are back in Cairo.
Qais Abdelkarim, a membet
of the Palestinian delegation.
said indirect talks with the
Israelis would begin Monday
"with the hope of reaching a
lasting cease-fire." The goal, he
added, was to end the blockade,
which he called "the reason for
the war."
On the Israeli side, 67 people
have been killed, including
three civilians.
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AGRICULTURE
USDA extends farm
deadline in Kentucky
Assistance for livestock, fish,
honeybees still available

mes photos
was willms faster

By KENT POLITSCH
U.S. Department of Agriculture
WASHINGTON, - U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Farm Service Agency
(FSA) Administrator Juan M.
Garcia announced today that the
enrollment deadline for the 2012
and 2013 Emergency Assistance
for Livestock, Honeybees and
Farm-Raised Fish Program
(ELAP) has been extended to
Aug. 15, 2014. Originally, program sign-up was scheduled to
end Aug. 1.
The new deadline gives livestock, honeybee, and farmraised fish producers who experienced losses because of disease, adverse weather, wildfires
or colony collapse disorder
between Oct. 1.2011 and Sept.
30, 2013, an additional two
weeks to enroll in ELAP.
"Because ELAP is an important safety net for key sectors of
American agriculture, we've
provided this two week extension so that producers can submit required documentation and
apply for program benefits,"

said Garcia.
Producers are encouraged to
contact their local FSA service
center or visit FSA's website at
www.fsa.usda.gov for additional
information regarding ELAP.
ELAP was authorized by the
2014 Farm Bill, which builds on
historic economic gains in rural
America over the past five
years, while achieving meaningful reform and billions of dollars
in savings for taxpayers. Since
enactment, USDA has made significant progress to implement
each provision of this critical
legislation, including providing
disaster relief to farmers and
ranchers; strengthening risk
management tools; expanding
access to rural credit; funding
critical research; establishing
innovative public-private conservation partnerships; developing new markets for rural-made
products; and investing in infrastructure, housing and community facilities to help improve
quality of life in rural America.
For more information, visit
usda.gov/farmbill.

Study explores Asian
carp effects on Lake Erie
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By JOHN FLESHER
Associated Press
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.
(AP) — A successful invasion of
Lake Erie by Asian carp wouldn't necessarily doom its valuable
sport fish such as yellow perch
and walleye. a newly released
scientific paper said.
The analysis concluded the
nutrient-rich lake might have
enough food to go around even
if voracious silver and bighead
carp eventually develop as big a
presence there as native species.
Also,the newcomers and at least
some of the lake's existing fish
might frequent different areas
and depths, reducing competition.
But there's too much uncertainty to relax efforts to keep the
carp out of Lake Erie, which has
the largest fish population of all
the Great Lakes despite being
the shallowest and smallest by
volume, scientists said.
"I would not suggest complacency," said David Lodge of the
University of Notre Dame, a
contributor to the paper published this week in the journal
Conservation
Biology.
"Especially since the study didn't deal with other potential
damages such as the silver carp's
jumping behavior, which could
negatively affect recreational
boating."
Bighead and silver carp, which
feed on microscopic aquatic

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
TWILIGHT TOBACCO TOM Andy Bailey, dark tobacco specialist for the University of Kentucky Extension Agency in
Princeton, discusses the results of trials conducted at various fields in the area during Thursday's 13th annual Twilight Tobacco
Tours at Murray State University's West Farm. The activity usually consists of hayrides into the fields to view the tobacco trial
fields but rain kept that from happening Thursday, limiting the activity to a pavilion that sheltered all from the elements.

Agricultural Producers in Kentucky Still Have Time
to Apply for Direct Farm Ownership Loan Program

By WINNIE BREEDING
organisms called plankton, were Kentucky FSA Office
Lexington, Ky. - The U.S.
imported from Asia in the 1970s
to cleanse sewage ponds and Department of Agriculture
Farm
fish farms. They escaped into (USDA) Kentucky
Service
Agency
(FSA)
the wild and have infested the
Mississippi and other major Executive Director, John W.
rivers. Government agencies McCauley, today announced
have spent hundreds of millions that farmers and ranchers still
of dollars on measures to shield have time to apply for low interest 2014 loans available through
the Great Lakes.
Scientific opinion differs on
how widely the carp wOuld
spread there and their likely
effect on food chains, although
many warn they pose a serious
risk to the lakes' $7 billion fishing industry.
"The best experiment would
be to put the fish in the lake and
see what happens, but we don't
have that availability." said
Notre Dame scientist Marion
Wittmann, the article's lead
author. "It wouldn't be feasible
or ethical."
Instead, she and other study
leaders based their findings on
mathematically weighted estimates provided by 11 fish biologists and Great Lakes experts.
The paper concluded that if
they gain a foothold in Erie.
Asian carps' biomass — or combined weight, a standard measure of fish abundance — could
exceed that of walleye and yellow perch combined.
Even so. it said yellow perch
biomass wouldn't necessarily
drop as a result and could even
rise by up to 50 percent.

FSA's direct farm ownership
program. The deadline to submit
applications is Sept. 30,2014.
Eligible producers can borrow
up to $300,000 in direct farm
ownership loans to buy or
enlarge a far
,,rn4,construct new
farm buildings or,kmprove structures, pay closing costs, or promote soil and water conservation and protection. The interest

rate on select loans can be as
low as 1.5 percent with up to 40
years to repay.
"This is an extraordinary
opportunity for more farmers
and ranchers to get low-interest
loans to start their first farm, or
expand an existing
.. famkly
farm," said McCauley. "There
are no backlogs or waiting for
funding. If you've dreamed

about starting a farm, or if
you're looking to strengthen
your farm, we want to help."
FSA encourages all interested
applicants to apply for direct
farm ownership loans. For more
information about the program
and cothe# loans administered by
FSA, visit any FSA county
office or www.fsa.usda.gov.

Serving Calloway
County Farmers
Since 1919
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MOPS meeting scheduled

Joe 1. Do

MOPS (Mother of Preschoolers) will meet
Friday, Aug. 15, at.9:30 a.m. at First Baptist
Church. All moms with children ages birth
through kindergarten are welcome. MOPPETS
c'hildcare is available in the church nursery during the meeting. MOPS is a dynamic program
designed to nurture mothers, providing a relevant and caring network, making mothers betmoms through trusted resources and relater
Datebook tionships.
MOPS brings together women of
Martha
Finney Andrus, many ages and backgrounds. For more inforgo
mation,
to
Community
w w wiacebook.com/MOPSinMurray.
editor
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Southwest SBDM to meet
The Southwest Elementary Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet at 4 p.m., Tuesday, Aug. 12, in the conference room.

5K Run planned
Murray High School will host a 5K Run Saturday, Aug. 16. Race
day registration begins at 7 a.m. near the Murray High School tennis courts with the race starting at 8 a.m. Proceeds will benefit the
Murray High Cross Country Team. More information is available
from Coach Jeff Sparks at jsparks@automateddirectmail.com.

East SBDWCouncil to meet
East Calloway Elementary's Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12, at 7 p.m. in the teacher's
lounge.

Cheerleading clinic to be held
Mr.and Mrs. Carlos Youngblood in 1944
Carlos Youngblood and Virginia Kendall
Youngblood will celebrate their 70th wedding anniversary with a reception in their
honor on Saturday, Aug. 16, 2014 from 2-4
p.m. at the University Church of Christ,
Murray.
They were married Aug. 15, 1944, at the
ages of 18 and 19, in a private wedding ceremony conducted by J.E. Choate as minis-

Mr.and Mrs. Carlos Youngblood in 2014

ter.
Mrs. Youngblood is the daughter of the
late Elbert and Margaret Duke Kendall. Mr.
Youngblood is the son of the late Edgar and
Alma Crider Youngblood.
They are the former owner/operators of
Youngblood Bros. Furniture in Mayfield
and Youngbloods Discount in Paducah.
They had two sons, Richard Youngblood,

now of Murray and the late Dennis
Youngblood of Mayfield. Their three grandchildren are Chris Youngblood of Nashville.
Tennessee; Jason Youngblood of Murray
and Sarah Glenn of Thompson Station.
Tennessee. They have six great-grandchildren.
Cards are welcome, but the family request
no gifts.

Clemens Fine Arts Center announces season
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College announces
the 2014-15 Clemens Fine Arts
Center season.
Season tickets are on sale now
for the 2014-15 Arts in Focus
Series. The series opens on
Saturday. Sept. 13 at 7:30 p.m.
with "This is the '70s," a live
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

Our -road trip" this week
was to Cypress Springs Resort
Restaurant. We filled the van
and two other vehicles with hungry residents. It was a beautiful
drive and the restaurant was very
accommodating with all 21 of us!
Actually, we had the whole restaurant to ourselves. After a wonderful and filling lunch we took
a drive over to Kathy and Mike
Piirce Lake home. The house was
simply gorgeous and the view was
unbelievable. On the way we saw
a nest full of Osprey that was a
first for some of us.
We had lots of musical entertainment this week. We started the
week off with Richard Dennis and
his "one man band". On Friday
night we sat back and relaxed to
Laura Vinson and Friends. We
never get tired of these groups
coming and sharing their musical
talents with us.
We have had a few visitors this
week. Mrs. Dot Lavendar and
Rupelle Alderdice both had visits
from their sons. Laura Parker
enjoyed visiting with her sister
from Oklahoma. who came and
stayed a few days with her. We
sure love it when people come and
spend time with us here. We only
had one birthday this week and it
was Pat Berhow. We hope she had
a great day and has many more.
Friday morning we enjoyed
catching up on current events in
our -Coffee & Chat". We talked
about the time of year and starting
back to school. We can't believe
the summer is this far along and
it's time to go back to school
already. Next week we are having
Back to School Week with learning activities galore. We played
"Are You Smarter Than a Fifth
Grader" to get us in the school
spirit. We found out that most of
us aren't as smart as we thought
we were. Jenise and Mitzi are
planning our "field trip" to Land
Between the Lakes. We are looking forward to learning something
new and enjoying the beauty and
peacefulness of the lakes.
...Where prieekss
memories are made.
Utterbeck Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: 1270) 754-K700 • 1408-731-5014

Let

multimedia musical experience
that will take you on a journey
back in time through the music,
news, and pop culture of the
1970s. Prepare to experience
old favorites from classics such
as Led Zeppelin, Fleetwood
Mac, Journey and Stevie
Wonder,
Noam Pikelny, a founding
member of Punch Brothers, and
Grammy Award-winning fiddle
player Stuart Duncan will stop
at the Clemens as part of their
first-ever duo tour. Pikelny is a
recipient of the Steve Martin
Prize for Excellence in Banjo
and Bluegrass. Duncan is an
acclaimed award-winning fiddle
player. This show is a must-see
for anyone who follows this
new generation of panoramic
and imaginative performers of
acoustic music.
Blind Boys of Alabama are a
gospel music tradition. This
five-time Grammy Award winning gospel group first sang
together in 1944 at the Alabama

Institute for the Negro Blind in variety of musical genres to creTalladega. The group consists of ate a show that "presents a wildeight musicians, including four ly creative view into the
blind singers. one of which is indomitable power of the human
original founding member spirit."
Jimmy Carter.
The Campus Series includes a
"The 25th Anniversary of production
of
William
Buddy: The Buddy Holly Shakespeare's "The Tempest,"
Story," which will be Saturday, two WKCTC Community
March 28, at 3 and 7:30 p.m., is Chorus concerts, and several
the story of legend Buddy Paducah School of Art and
Holly's rise to fame. This show Design exhibitions and art sales.
features many of Holly's greatThe 2014-15 season at The
est hits.
Clemens Fine Arts Center has
"Feet Don't Fail Me Now" something for everyone. Season
will close the 2014-2015 Arts in subscriptions are on sale for the
Focus season on Friday, April 24 2014-15 Arts in Focus Series. To
at 7:30 p.m. A Rhythmic Circus purchase tickets and stay up to
Production,"Feet Don't Fail Me date on all Clemens Fine Arts
Now" is an inventive and pro- Center events call 270-534gressive performance of rapid- 3212.
fire tap dancing along with a

Ladies of the Oaks
The Oaks Country Club ladies played their weekly Wednesday
golf scramble on Aug. 6. First place winners were Mary Houston,
Judy Hooper and Cynthia Darnall. Second place went to Marilyn
Rossi, Kay Gupton and Mirriam Ferguson.

www.murraykyhighlandgames.com
October 25,2014
Murray, Kentucky's
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Parkinson's group meeting planned
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday', Aug. 12. at noon
at the Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Dr.
Christopher King. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11:15
a.m. For more information call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845. The
meeting scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 19, will not be held at
Emeritus as originally scheduled and has been re-scheduled for
Sept. 16.

Smoke Free class to be offered
Plan to be Smoke Free with Jamie Smith of the Kentucky Cancer
Program will be Monday. Aug. 18, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Health and Wellness. Smith will be presenting a free session to teach people how to be smoke free. The
class will address addiction, behaviors and available resources,and
will help smokers develop a quit plan. Tobacco users and nontobacco users who would like to learn more are welcome. Pre-registration is required. For more information or to register. call Jamie
Smith at 270-442-1310.

Don

Kids Against Hunger day scheduled
Murray's Kids Against Hunger will have a packaging day
Saturday, Aug. 16, from 9-11 a.m. and 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at the
Stahler Dairy Farm. Call Keller Williams Experience Realty, 270753-1492, to chose your shift. Volunteers of all ages are welcome.

Line dancing classes to be offered
Beginning line dance classes will be offered free of charge tor
those 60 years of age and older at the Murray Senior Center, 607
Poplar Street. Classes will be in the gym on Thursdays, beginning
Sept.4.from 12:30-1:15 p.m. and will continue through November.
The instructor will be Karen Arinstrong. Call Teri Cobb at 270-7530929 to sign up or for more information.

MWC Delta Department to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
the club house at 11 a.m. Wednesday,Aug. 13. The program will be
" And On to Infinity," with speakers Vanda Gibson and Pat
Harrington. Dee Morgan will be the hostess.
•

ALS Support Group meeting planned

CCHS Class of 2004 to hold reunion

210 South 12th Street • Murray

Tu

The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12,at 5
p.m. at Shared Care in the George Weaks Community Center. For
more information, contact Connie Stalls, LPN, at 270-753-0576.

Tuesday Farmers Market to be held

Usarlug RehabiNtatlea

'.11
aA
•

—

The Tuesday Farmers Market will take place from 2:30-6 p.m.
each Tuesday at the Murray -Calloway County Hospital parking lot
on the corner of Eighth and Poplar Streets.

STONE-LANG CO.

•

Alzheimer's Support Group to meet

The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Wednesday, Aug. 13, at 3:30 p.m. in the
Calloway County High School front office conference room.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

.
S
*

Look Good/Feel Better is a free non-medical, brand-neutral
national public service program to help women offset appearance.
related changes from cancer treatments. The program will be
Tuesday, Aug. 12, from 6-8 p.m. at the Center for Health and
Wellness. For more information, call Angie Hutching, 270-4354455 or 270-435-4614.

CCHS SBDM Council will meet

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Ms. Vickery and
find out if a hearing aid will help.

Hezzie

Look Good/Feel Better program planned

The ALS Support Group will meet Thursday. Aug. 14. at 6 p.m.
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room. Shanna
Spann will be the guest speaker. The ALS Walk at Murray State
University will be Saturday, Sept. 20. For more information, contact Mitzi Cathey at 270-293-1748.

Ms. Vickery is a nationally recognized, Board
Certified Hearing Instrument Specialist. She is
the past President of the Hearing Aid
Association of Kentucky, current Vice-Chair
of the National Board for Certification in
Hearing Instrument Sciences, CEO of the
Mid-America Conference on Hearing, and
a member of the International
Hearing Society.

Call today and sched
your heari

A cheerleading clinic will be held at the Calloway County High
School gym on Saturday. Aug. 16,from 9 a.m. until noon for grades
kindergarten through fifth. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m.
There will be a performance f9y parents at 11:30 a.m. Every child
who participates will receive a shirt and have a chance to perform
with the high school cheerleaders during the Calloway County
High School varsity football scrimmage Thursday, Aug. 21. On the
day of the camp, participants should wear a t-shirt, shorts, socks
and tennis shoes. For more information, contact Shawna Rushing
Munger at shawnarushing@hotmail.com.

The Calloway County High School Class of 2004 will have its 10
year reunion Saturday, Aug. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at the Richard H
Lewis Lodge, Cherokee Park, Kenlake Resort, Contact Lymisi
Hughes at Lyndsi.a.hughes@gmail.com or call 270-29,3-3329 for
more information and to purchase your tickets for the event.

Dialysis Support Group to meet

The Dialysis Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 12,from 45 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness. For more information,contact Tasha Mitchell at 270759-3080.
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Joe L. Doran
Joe L. Doran, 67, of Warren, Ohio, died
Thursday, Aug. 7,2014 at his residence.
A graveside service will be held Tuesday, Aug.
12, 2014 at 2 p.m. at the Puryear Cemetery in
Puryear,Tennessee.
He was born Feb. 19, 1947 in Chicago, Illinois,
to Barchall and Irene Paschall Doran, who preceded him in death.
Joe earned a Bachelor's Degree from the
University of Louisville, and went on to receive a
Master of Divinity Degree from the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,

• held

• union
i• will have its 10
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ut Mitchell at 270-

Claude Milton 'Mitt' Miller

Claude Milton "Mitt" Miller, died Thursday, July 10, 2014.
He was born Jan. 7, 1939 in Murray, Kentucky, to Modelle
Hendrick Miller and Claude L. Miller, who preceded him in death.
He was a graduate of Murray High School and Georgia Tech.
His first work experiences were as an engineer for Proctor and
Gamble in Cincinnati, Ohio. and the Coca-Cola Company in
Atlanta, Georgia. He later joined Pepsi Cola International in White
Plains, New York, where he would spend the remainder of his career
as an engineering consultant. His job took him all over the world, to
many areas not commonly visited, at that time, and he loved to tell
Doran
of his adventures in those exotic places.
Mitt loved Murray and returned after retirement. A man of many
Kentucky.
and varying talents, he was an accomplished woodworker, well
Joe served as the Director of Pastoral Care at Trumbull Memorial known for his beautiful cutting boards.
Hospital for the past nine years and previously served in the same
Mr. Miller is survived by his children,Steve Miller, M.D. and wife
capacity at Baptist Memorial Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee. He Jane of Memphis,Tennessee. Jeff Miller and wife Diane of Murray,
was also the pastor of the First United Church of Christ in Warren and Kathy O'Neill and husband Steve of New Milford, Connecticut;
for the past four years. In former years, Joe served several Southern his grandchildren, Kyle Fuller of Boston Massachusetts, Hannah
Baptist congregations and was endorsed through the Southern Miller and Adam Miller of Murray; his former wife, Margaret
Baptist Home Mission Board for Chaplaincy.
Wright Miller of Danbury. Connecticut; and brothers. Frank Miller
Surviving are his wife, Kaye Hale Doran of Warren, formerly of and wife Pat of Lexington. David Miller and wife Meredith and
Murray; a daughter, Amy Sinclair of Cincinnati. Ohio; and a son, Cary Miller and wife Marilyn.-both of Murray.
Jonathan Doran of Warren. Also surviving, are two grandchildren,
A gathering to celebrate the life of Claude "Mitt" Miller will take
Ryan Sinclair and Kayla Thompson.
place at the Murray Country Club, Saturday, Aug. 16, 2014 from 2In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to the First United 4 p.m. Everyone in the community is welcome to attend.
Church of Christ Organ Fund, 280 East Market St., Warren, OH
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral44481, in his memory. a
home.com.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrange- Ruth I. Hale
ments.
Ruth I. Hale,89,of Murray,died at her home Friday. Aug.8,2014.
She was born Feb. 2, 1925, in Birmingham, Alabama. She was
Hezzie M.Turner
retired from the Murray State University accounting department.
Hezzie M.Turner,95,of Murray, Kentucky, died She was a member of the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Thursday. Aug. 7, 2014, at the Murray-Calloway
She was preceded in death by her parents. Cyrus and Myrtle Irwin;
- ••
County Hospital.
husband, Solon G. Hale; four brothers and one sister.
Turner was born in the Turkey Creek Community
She is survived by her son, Edward E. Hudgins of Murray; daughof Golden Pond, Kentucky,on Oct. 15, 1918,to the ter, Susan M. Jones and husband Gary of Murray; two stepsons,
late Breford Turner and Katie (Snider) Turner. Mr. David Hale of Colorado and Van Hale of California; stepdaughter,
Turner was a retired sheet metal worker, and Diane Hale of Washington; five grand children, fifteen great grandattended Northside Baptist Church, was a member children and three great-great grandchildren.
of the Masonic Lodge #753 in Garden City,
The family will hold a private graveside memorial service at
Michigan, and an Army veteran of World War H.
Murray City Cemetery.
In addition to his parents Turner was preceded in
Online condolences can be made at imesmiller.com.
Turner
death by his wife Gladys Turner; one daughter.
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory Heritage Chapel is in charge
Edith M. Turner; four brothers, Coen Turner. Jack of arrangements.
Turner, Raymond Lee "Doc" Turner and Conley
Turner; one sister, Owen L. Downs. and cousin Roger Smith
Oval Turner.
Roger Smith, 68, of Hermitage. Tennessee, died Friday. Aug. 8,
He is survived by two daughters, Phyllis A. 2014, at McKendree Village in Hermitage.
Turner and Doris K. Sato, both of Murray; one sister, Ella Mae
Roger was born April 4, 1946, in Kimball, West Virginia. He was
Cross of Hollywood. Alabama; three grandchildren, Derek Pace a retired church administrator and was a member of Covenant
and wife Kim,Dana Pace,and Kristopher Sato; and two great grand- Community Church in Madisonville. Kentucky.
children.
He is preceded in death by his parents, William Newton Smith and
Funeral services will be held On Tuesday.Aug. 12,2014, at 11 a.m. Ruby Aretta Minnick Smith: brother, Bob Smith; and sister, Drema
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Brett Miles and Katona.
the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial will follow in the Elm
He is survived by his wife of 39 years, Evelyn Sue Smith of
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be held on Monday. Aug. I 1 , 2014. Hermitage; niece Anette Street of West Virginia; nephew Jeff Smith
from 5-7 p.m. at the funeral home.
of Michigan; and two godchildren
Online condolences can be made at wwv...thejhchurchillfuneralServices will be held at Covenant Community Church, in
home.com.
Madisonville at 2 p.m., Tuesday. Aug. 12, 2014. The Rev. Michael
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Knight will officiate. Burial will follow at the Murray City
Cemetery in Murray.
Visitation will begin at noon. Tuesday, Aug. 12, 2014, until the
Don Melvin Drake
Don Melvin Drake, 74 of Mayfield. Kentucky. passed away service hour.
Sunday. Aug. 10, 2014, at the Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Roger L. Smith
May
Memorial, do Covenant Community Church, 1055 N. Main Street,
He was a member of the 1-lighPoint Baptist Church in Mayfield. Madisonville, KY 42431.
Online condolences may be made at imesmiller.com.
and retired from BF Goodrich as a Chemical Operator after 31
years.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory in downtown Murray is in
He was preceded in death by his parents, Thurman Drake Jr. and charge of arrangements.
Helen Marie Hawkins Drake.
Mr. Drake is survived by his wife Janet Reynolds Drake of Barbara A. Jewell
Mayfield; one daughter. Melanie and husband Joey Shelton of
Barbara A. Jewell, 81. of Dry Ridge, Kentucky. and formerly of
Mayfield; one son. Brad and wife Rene Drake of Murray, Kentucky; Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday , Aug.9,2014. at the Grant Center
one brother. Cody Drake of Mayfield; two sisters, Shirley Gough Nursing Home in Williamstown. Kentucky.
and Delores Colbert both of Mayfield: and three grandchildren,
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Jacob Shelton, Adam and wife Courtney Shelton and Erica Drake.
Funeral Home.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. Aug. 12, 2014. at
the Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield with the Rev. Darrick Boyd Williams
Holloman officiating. Burial will follow in the Highland Park
Mr. Boyd Williams. age 67,of Murray. Kentucky died Thursday' at
Cemetery. Friends may call after 11 a.m. Tuesday,Aug. 12,2014. at his home.
the Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
The Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield in charge of arrangements. Home.
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Larry Gene Frankhouser, Sr.
Larry Gene Frankhouser. Sr., 76, of Murray, Kentucky. died
Thursday. Aug. 7, 2014 at the Lake Way Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in Benton. Kentucky.
Graveside services will be held Monday. Aug. 11, 2014 at 1:30
p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens Chapel with Steven Hale officiating. Entombment will follow.
He was born in Green County, Iowa on April 2, 1938 to Homer
Frankhouser and Viola Haight Frankhouser.
He was a retired glass glazier and was of Pentecostal faith.
He was preceded in death by his parents and one brother, Torn
Frankhouser.
Mr. Frankhouser is survived by his wife, Maxine Frankhouser of
Murray, whom he married April 7, 1957; a daughter, Tammy
Frankhouser of Murray; a son, Larry Frankhouser and wife
Deborah of Murray; one sister, Ruth Bond and husband Roger of,
White Hall,Illinois: a brother, David FrankhouSer and wife Jean of
Mexico, Missouri; and one grandchild, Jeff Frankhouser of
Murray.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Peggy Joyce Ray
Peggy Joyce Ray. 74, of Murray, Kentucky' died Friday. Aug. 8.
2014, at Riversbend Retirement Community in Kuttawa.
Kentucky.
Ray was born in Flora, Illinois, to the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Schenk. She was a retired beautician and was a member of the
Eastwood Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents Ray was preceded in death by one son,
Matt Ray.
She is survived by two sons, Mike Ray and wife Holly and Mitch
Ray and wife Emeline all of Murray; one sister, Patricia Henson
and husband Larry of Illinois; four grandchildren, Tyler Ray,
Kailey Ray, Matthew Ray' and Haidynn Ray.
A graveside service will be held on Wednesday. Aug. 13, 2014,
at 4 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery with burial to follow.
Visitation will be held on Tuesday, Aug. 12,2014 from 5-7 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Notice

Pursuant of Application Number 018-9500
(ii In accordance with KRS 350.055, notice is hereby
given the Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Company,
5450 Old State Route 22, Gleason,TN 38229
intends to apply for it non-coal surface mining
permit for Ball Clay affecting 7 acres located 3
miles southeast of Bell City in Calloway County.
(2) The proposed operation is approximately 1 miles
east from the State Line Road junction with
Kentucky Hwy 97 and located 0.25 miles north of
Terrapin Creek. The latitude is 38'20'05" N. The
longitude is 88 28'02 Sec W.
(3) The proposed operation is located on the Lynn
Grove, KY U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map.
The operation will use the pit method of mining.
The surface area is owned by Bobby Dunn. The
operation is within 100 feet of State Line Road.
14) The application will be on file for public inspection at the Department for Natural Resources
Frankfort Office, *2 Hudson Hollow. Frankfort, KY.
Written comments, objections, or request for a
permit conference must be filed with Director,
Division of Mine Reclamation & Enforcement, *2
Hudson Hollow, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, within
15 days of the date of this advertisement and briefly
summarize the issues to be raised at the conference.
060
Notice

Help Wanted

MY worms catch fish or
die trying.
You tried the rest now
try the best.
Rex's Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray, KY 42071
270-436-2189

Accepting resumes to
CNA, LPN, RN, APRN,
and Receptionist to
busy medical office
References required
NO phone calls, Send
Resume to:
WKS 300 S. 8th Street
Suite 401 E. Murray,
KY 42071

Papa Smurf
Storage
1%1 .-looin I r'! DENTAL
*New Climate Control
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
*Rest Control
Hwy(14 East
.7"0-978- 1400 ot
'70-48S 61 '2
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Roommate
needed
immediately. Close to
Contact
campus.
Steven at 270-2263853

Office
Seeking full time dental
assistant. Please send
resume to PO Box
1538, Murray, KY
42071

DISCLAIMER

1

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo....----.$30.00

1
1
I
1
1
1
1

Local Mall
irisowayi

.....$105.06

yr.

1

Rest of KYAIN

iPurrear & SUCIIMIMS
1
..............$70.50
mo.
3
1
6 mo..--.--.$90.00

1 yr.....-.--$128.00
1
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
1
3 me.......
1
6 ma. -...-........$96.00 1

Money Order

yr. --.--414.5.00 1
Visa

M/C

1
Name
1
Address
St.
1
City_
1
I State__

Zip_

Mail this coupon with payment to.
1
1
a.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Daytime Ph.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

eMURRAY

STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time lob vancancy at Murray Campus
Building Services Technician I $7.43/hr
Equipment Operator $7.56/hr
Groundskeeper I $7.56/hr

kcissell robinsonconstruction.corn

3 mo.

6 mo.
1

Pangea Group, a college textbook wholesaler
located in Murray, Kentucky, is seeking a full
time Receiving Clerk. Primary responsibilities
will be receiving inventory, putting inventory in
the correct location, maintaining accuracy to
ensure inventory integrity, and correctly
document any discrepancies. Receiving
inventory will be the pnmary responsibility of the
position but other responsibilities include but
are not limited to: performing regular cycle
counts, assist in order picking and/or shipping
as needed, loading/unloading trucks. Must be
able to pass a drug test and background screen
and lift 50+ pounds. Applicant must have
excellent computer skills and be a strong team
player and leader. College experience is
preferred. Hours are 8 am to 5 pm, Monday
through Friday. Compensation starting at $9/hr
with regular employee reviews for pay raise
opportunity. For consideration, please email
your resume and cover letter to
support @hokubook.com

Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipefitters, pipe
welders, operators, crane operators, field
engineers,foreman and superintendents for
heavy industrial work. MSHA training is
helpful but not required. EOE. Apply at
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:

Read
All About

1
1

Are you an indivdual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product? If you
so please send resume to
cschroader@inf-grp.com or call
270-767-2518. Infinity is an EOE.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

Construction Workers

KeeFORCE is seeking
a
Computer
Technician. For details
of position please visit
www.k eeforce.cornice r
eers.php

MURRAY

Immediate Openings for
Full-Time Warehouse and
Manufacturing positions in the
Murray area.

Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejobs.com
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job hstings. Thank you.

subsea:in to the

Help Wanted

Infinity Group

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MINE
NON-COAL MINERAL

020

060
Kelp Wanted

FIBERGLASS finisher
needed for production
shop. Prefer experience
in finishing fiberglass
products, i.e. removing
the product from molds.
gnnding and sanding to a
fmished product Some
fijperglass
laminating
required.
Contact
Richard Hall at 270-7534256 or come by
Hannigan Motorsports
Motorcycle technician
Experience
needed.
needed with assembling
after-market motorcycle
products.
Contact
Richard Hall at 270-7534256 or come by
Hannigan Motorsports.
FT Dispatcher,
Apply in person,
Welch Concrete
6580 HWY 641
Almo

N

LOCAL company is
seeking qualified individuals to fill shift
leader positions for
customer
service
department.
Occasional night and
shifts
weekend
required. $11-$14/hr
with
commensurate
education and experience. Submit resume
to PO Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071
PART-TIME
Office
Assistant wanted for
hire at Bndges Family
Center. Fax resume to
270-761-5807 or call
270-761-5804.
090
Domestic & Childcare
Preschool spots avail
able.
Christian
Childcare Center 270767-1177

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available. Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531.

Will Clean Houses,
Experienced,
References.
270-227-6504

grill
a
NEEDING
wok/kitchen help for full
time and part time
Experience preferred
Apply in person at
Jasmines Preferably
2pm-4prn

CASH

Want

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

1
1
1
1
1
1
a

Buy

FOR GOOD

USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS. AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC. 270753-4109

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Grand Marquis car or
other excellent
condition. No Dealers
270-436-5624

One Month is $125
Three Months Is $110/month
Six Months Is VW/month

_

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1 @murray-ky.net
4. r 4,

Eyecare Specialties

Residential & Commercial

SINOER
SALES S VAC
JUKI, JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $75
G.E. Financing

0011-C S 12th
8.1-Air Confer
(270)753-5323

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
• WARD ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713
160
Hem Furnishings
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood,
In
factory
boxes.
$795.00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver
Dining Table, 6 chairs
$130.00,
Coffee Table, $75.00
Lamp Table, $45.00
Sofa Table, $270.00
Floral
Multicolored
area rug, $95 00
270-816-4912
ALL FURNITURE &
MATTRESSES
ON
SALE CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
270-753-1502
Older
couch
and
loveseat $75 for set
270-227-8721
Call
after 5pm if interested
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
320
*absents For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109.
1BR apt all appliances
and 4BR duplex 2
1/2bath all appliances,
12mo lease NO pets
270-226-2043
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
2BD, 1Bath Duplex
completely remodeled
including dishwasher,
washer and dryer. NO
pets.
270-436-2524
Cell 270-293-6906
VERY nice 48R, 2BA.
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-75341556
1505 Dolguld Drive
TDD1-11911-348-1833 est 213
This ausaaresaS on actioai
i
6
int opporamen petwialor
wed marlowe
CEV
Murray
$417/month 273-8755110
Available August 16th

Dou

Run this ad everyday
in the
Embroidery &
Times!,
Murray Ledger &
Screen Printing

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
100W%Juane
Tan
599216

Sing

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORi

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

- Dr. Kevin Adams
411;
, *far
.
1

'...i/

308 S. 12th '
*Eyeglasses
Murray
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
mumlyeyecwe.corn .

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
320
Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcom
/properties

i
Cor PmerIcal Prop, For Rent

38R, IBA
270-978-1400
3BR, 1BA, 1 garage,
brick home. 2 miles
West of Murray. Large
shop on separate lot.
270-753.$850/mo
0531
EXECUTIVE
Home,
Gatesborough,
3 bedroom/ 2 bathrooms. open floor plan,
stainless appliances,
sunroom.mud/laundry
room, garage, large
yard. 404-313-1051.
Puryear, TN 1BR
270-492-8526
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4p.m M-F

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4D1 ST.
Censer 0'121 S& Gimlets.
103(10's & 10x15's
1270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Name
Gran

IYour

Homes For Sale

!Your
L

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!

Hill A

103 North 3rd St
Info 270-753-8964
\Vest

2300312F1
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
002 Maple Street

270-753-8984
Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122
2BR,
appliances
included, w/d hookup,
C/H/A $650/mo + 1 mo
deposit. 270-753-2259

r-

Pets & Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

2
Stall
Horse
Gooseneck horse trailer. Call
270-492-8235

(270)
Set-,
Mai
Take In the beauty of this charming two
story Gatesborough home on a quiet
cul-de sac. Four bedrooms, three baths.
and hardwood, tile or perma stone
throughout. Over 3,000 square feet.
Front porch and screened In back porch
that overlooks treed 3/4 acre lot.
All appliances stay plus washer & dryer.
One owner home. Call for appointment.
(270)753-5615 or (270)293-2963
-OWNER Finance'•
Lake Cottage with
Land
Fixer/Handyman
Special
127 Tearose Hamlin,
KY
$500 down $475 month
Call Ruthie 270-7532222
New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG'Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

1g
1. ali
ndFor Rote or Leese
For Lease
Pnme Hunting on 137
acres in Calloway
County. Mail bids until
August 18th to:
Dale Adams
2330 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 4201
270-293-8192

Rai Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsentcom/properties or call 270-7534109
Murray ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal Far
Housing Act wfudI makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or diaaMUnation based on race, colot orbgiret SEX handicap. familial status or national origin, or tntennon to make any such preferences, limitatiorn or discrimination
State Laws forbid disaumnation
m the sale rental or advertising
of real estate based on factor; in
addition to those pmtected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising Inc real rage %iv&
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
Out all dwellings advertised are
av ailable curl .171 equal wroaunitv boas
For further axustance with Fair
Housing Advertising :squiremerits, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, r1131648 moo

28R, 1Bath, Large
Family Room with
fireplace,
New 30x30 Pot Barn.
3Acres, 2miles out of
town. 270-226-9388 or
270-753-7472.
CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed propertV.
Lots of extras
$14,750.00
With reasonable offer.
you can own ill East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

LIC4OrCyClall ATVs

4ti •

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
stnall

•Hon
*Rs
Dry
Piumbin
./tisu
•

753-9562

27

www hillelectnc.cum

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling,
We// Pump Servicei
Residential
Agricuftura/

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406
Brandon's
Outdoor Service
•Bushogging
•Tilling
•Bladework
*Mowing

C-(270)978-0543
Daytime

H-(270)436-5277
After 6

C&M
CONTRACTING
Home Improvements
Design Services
Flooring & Decks
Electrical & Plumbing
Drywall & Repairs

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

Russi
find c
Juicy
eery
from
result
food i
Al
and
er wi
billio
ban.
feel it
Ja
of th
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sent
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USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at 520
mounted

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
I ree estimates
(all Kevin at

Call 753-5606 270-293-4020

"We
nut

Rus
lion
Eu
bec

Used Cars

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

KEN
REMO

Hill Electric

=VA 01040.111

Lots For Ssis

•Asprial
*Seal ma

(270)

ATV
Suzuki
4x4.
Vinson, 500 quad
Runner,
33.81-113/4 93.0CC. Licenced and Insured
Veteran Owned
466.91-IRS. 2485 Mlles,
5 sp Manual. $3000 00
731-363-7738
Ph (270)436-6068

Auto Puts

MIA
Bi
PA

2007
Corvette
Convertible, Monterey
Red with Beige Interior
Call 270-753-9507 or
270-278-0591

O&G Cleaning
30 years experience
Honest & reliable
No fob too biq or too
smell.
Free estimates
270-978-1335

Ukr

abo

ag
Ye
•

Times

Nturray Ledger & 'Times

CLASSIFIEDS

GRANDPARENTS....
It's time to brag about your
grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
Grandparents Day special!

iici
CONSISTENCY
U.
ONLY $75.00
Mt NON'S.
CELL
CLASSIFIED
111111131TISIN0
roil SEVIN.*
(rio) 753-1916.

Monday, August 11, 2014 • 7

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

8
9 3
7

Great Grandparents:
Jerry & Sue Vance
Shirley Richardson

3
_Difticulty
Level *

8 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replaiefrictif anti

270-293-1924

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

DEADLINE: SEPT 1ST AT 5PM
Send payment, photo, and information to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
OR stop by our office

Ries

(41
,. 0040
117,7

Name of child in picture:

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. GaIllmore
vote W.aECLI.C.NET

(Your name:

(270) 759-0890

'Your Phone Number:
J

ming two
a quiet
ree baths,
a stone
are feet.
ack porch
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••Intment.
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Offered
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small
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Tucker
293-4408
andon's
oor Service
ushogging
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adework
*Mowing
70)978-0543
Daytime
70)436-5277
After 6

C&M
TRACTING
Improvements
gn Services
•ring & Decks
rical & Plumbing
all & Repairs
iced and Insured
iteran Owned
1 -363-7738

AN CUT
NWN CARE
)SCAPING
It ICHING
estimates
II Kevin at

-293-4020

Gleaning
ors expenence
it & reliable
b too big or too

istimates
78-1335

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asph.,Seal coating & stripe-1g
alscenseci-Instirdd
40 yrs expenence
(270)759-0501
tiEttliKKILAISE
REMOOLUMISOM
Warne /mprovements
19.eth J Kitchen

Drywall. Painting
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
•Insured 'Sr Discount
•Pree Estimates
"tfember

Angves List

270-436-5959

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
Deneid 270-227-1106
N_ShinctrztieneLNoiej
Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Hometown Service
.oneyDiii
,
state

keep

acat
,

(270) 293-8480

Lamb Tree
Pro
Complete Tree
Service
Trimming and
RemoNial
Licensed and Insured
Credit Cards Accepted
270-753-7REE
(8733)

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
*Gutters Cleaned
*Home Repairs
,Gary 274.22-0420

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:
Pas ing-Sealcoaling
Striping
I;ras el-Dirt-Sand
'ISM TR %% IS

270-293-4256
D.G.
*Power Washing
*Residential
*Commercial
(270)435-4431

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*I nsured
(270) 489-2839

MINI
STORAGE.
All Sizeunlig"I I I

,

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

53-3853

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170)293-8686

if you've got It, we eats store(t.

HALL'S WASTE

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

GARLANt
RENTAL

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Western farmers take hit from Russia food ban
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Russian diners won't be able to
find creamy Dutch cheeses or
juicy Polish apples in the grocery store or cook up chicken
from the United States — the
result of a Russian ban on most
food imports from the West.
Although the U.S., Canada
and the European Union together will take more than a $17.5
billion hit from the one-year
ban. Russian consumers may
feel it more.
Jason Furman. the chairman
of the White House Council of
Economic Advisers, shrugged
off the import ban's impact as
negligible, in contrast to
Western sanctions on Russian
individuals, businesses and economic sectors that he said have
sent investors fleeing Russia and
made a weak Russian economy
even weaker.
There's a "cruel irony" in
Russia's import ban, said David
Cohen, the Treasury Department
undersecretary in charge of economic sanctions. "What the
Russians have done here is limit
the Russian people's access to
food," Cohen told reporters.
"We don't do that. Our law doesn't allow us to do that."
What to know about the
Russian ban, which is in retaliation for sanctions the U.S. and
European nations have imposed
because of its actions in
Ukraine:
WHAT'S AT STAKE?
The United States exported
about $1.2 billion in food and
agricultural goods to Russia last
year, less than one percent of
total U.S. agriculture exports.

The EU exported about 11.8 billion euros ($15.8 billion) to
Russia, about 10 percent of its
agriculture
total
exports.
Canada's agricultural exports to
Russia amounted to $563 million Canadian dollars($515 million) in 2012, according to
Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada.
WHO IS HIT THE
HARDEST?
In the EU, Poland, France,•
the Netherlands and Germany
will feel much of the loss.
,The Netherlands send 1.5 billion euros ($2 billion) worth of
agricultural products to Russia
annually, Germany 1.6 billion
euros ($2.1 billion), France 1.2
billion euros ($1.6 billion) and
Poland 1.6 billion euros ($2.1
billion). Poland is Europe's
largest producer of apples; more
than half of its production goes
to Russia.
Russia's ban on Polish
apples, already announced last
week, led to a popular campaign
in Poland, with media and officials urging citizens to eat more
apples and drink more ciders. A
widely used slogan was "An
apple a day keeps Putin away!"
President Xavier Beulin of a
French farm union said the
Russian import ban could affect
the country's fruit and vegetable
industry.
"Russia is a significant market for us and one that grows by
about 10 percent each year. It's
not trivial," he told European
television network LCI.
The chairman of the Dutch
Federation of Agriculture and
Horticulture. Albert Jan Meat.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Aug. 12, 2014:
This year you have the good fortune of starting a new luck and life
cycle. Make the most out of this period, and go after what you want.
If you are single, you will enjoy yourself immensely, yet you probably will meet someone of significance who makes your heart flutter. If you are attached, your sweetie will benefit from your good
mood and your desire to make him or her happy. You both will benefit from the good vibes and increasingly loving moments you
share. SAGITTARIUS encourages you to take risks.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

'Grandparents names:

Fee Sale

,
41 1

Horoscope

MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00(Two or more children per picture)
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
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Single Space - $12.00(No more than one child per picture)
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Grandparents:
David & Terry Laster
Mark & Anita Crass
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By Dave Green

59
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Troy & Hayden Crass
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warned the Russian ban will
cause prices to drop across
Europe because of oversupply
and called on the Dutch government and the EU to help farmers.
The ban also dealt a•blow to
Norway's fishing industry. The
Norwegian Seafood Federation
said Russia was its biggest single market last year.
The impact is less in the
United States. The largest U.S.
export to Russia is poultry
mainly thicken, followed by
tree nuts such as almonds, and
also soybeans. In a statement,
the National Chicken Council
and the USA Poultry and Egg
Export Council said Russia buys
a little more than $300 million
in U.S. chicken annually. about
7 percent of the industry's total
exports. The chicken groups
said they did not expect the ban
to have a major impact on the
industry.
A GRADUAL DECLINE
Both the EU and the United
States have already seen hits to
Russian exports in recent years
as Russia has scrutinized and
limited meat imports. In 2012,
Russia bought almost $300 million in U.S. beef and $268 million in U.S. pork. Those numbers dropped to $1 million and
$17 million, respectively, a year
later after Russia imposed limits
on those products because of a
feed additive used in the United
States called ractopamine.
Other countries have had
similar issues with Russia — the
amount of pork meat exported
from Germany to Russia from
January to May 2013 was

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might wake up thinking 'It's just another day,' but you'll
discover otherwise. Someone is likely to compliment you in a way
that delights you. Your imagination suddenly could take off as a
result. Tonight: Enjoy time with a friend or loved one.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You will be determined to have your way, and you might start
acting like a bull in a china shop. Worry less, and good feelings will
be the natural outcome. Trust that someone else will see the same
path you do, once his or her defenses are down. Tonight: Do only
what you want,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Pressure seems to build with someone you need to answer to.
You might feel as if demands keep coming in from left and right. You
could be overwhelmed by a situation and all the calls, texts and
knocks on the door. Be easygoing and responsive. Tonight: In the
limelight.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Look past the obvious. Detach if you become triggered. You
might be looking at a situation from a limited perspective. Reach out
to someone at a distance, and a conversation about a trip will be
likely. You need a change of scenery. Tonight: Enjoy the moment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Venus enters your sign this morning. This stellar change
only adds to your desirability and your need to enjoy the good life.
Though you are unlikely to toss your plans to the wayside, you certainly might have a more easygoing attitude. Tonight: Go along with
a friend's suggestion.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others will seek you, but you might need some alone time.
Decide not to worry so much. If you are single, use caution in the
next few weeks: you are likely to attract emotionally unavailable people during this period. Tonight: The only answer is 'yes.'
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Venus -- your ruling planet -- moves into a position where
you will be able to pull white rabbits out of a black hat. Settle in and
give some thought as to what you would like to manifest in the next
few weeks. Your popularity is likely to soar. Tonight: As you like it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might decide to unleash your intense intellect and
resourcefulness. Others might be taken aback by the quality or
depth of a conversation. You do not need to explain to anyone what
you want at this moment. Tonight: Add some vitality to your personal life.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** If you feel that an agreement or situation is off, pull back
some. Honor your feelings, and you will be OK. Family matters might
be on the back burner, which also might add an element of confusion. A friend will show you his or her caring. Tonight: Head home
early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could feel as though a personal matter is out of whack.
Know what you expect to get from a situation. A loved one will support you in your feelings; however, a friend might not be on the upand-up. Be more observant. Tonight: Take some much-needed personal time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others are likely to come through for you once you let them
know that you need some help or support. You could feel as if you
are in a no-win situation, but with some different perspectives and
feedback, you will realize that there is a solution. Tonight: Hang with
friends.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You are bound and determined to show your competency.
You could take someone's harsh comments personally, but that
would be a mistake. Stay centered and focused. You know what you
want -- head in that direction. Tonight: Could go till the wee hours.

83,000 tons, but fell to 9,000
tons a year later amid sanitary
import restrictions, according to
Germany's farmer lobby group
DB V.
IMPACT ON RUSSIA
The biggest impact could be
on Russian consumers. Russia
received up to 55 percent of its
agricultural imports from the
countries it has so far sanctioned, including the United
BORN TODAY
States,
Musician Buck Owens (1929)

Chess
Gambits
Remember that in the opening it is had
to caste time even if you pick up a
paisn doing it. Here time means moses.
also called tempo A gambit IS an offer
material (usually a pawn) in return for
urrre. Not clock times. moves.
It is true that "if all other thmgs are
equal" then an adiantage in material is
usually enough to win llowever. two
of the things that make chess fascinating
are al More material does not poraniee
a sin and h) its almost never true that
"all other things are equal "
(iambics were all the rage in the
romantic age niches?, - about the middle
of the l9" century A gambit that gets
you 3 Moves for a pawn is good gambit.
if you get only two, then not so much
The ides to use the time to either
checkmate quickly ot regain the
matenal with interest
You can play out the following
openings and see three examples the
first two were at one tune freguently.
played by the best players in the odd
Evans Gambit: I. e4 e5 2. Ntl
3.13c4 Bc54 MI?
King's Gambit- I. e4 c5 2. 14!?
Smith-Morro Gambbit I. e4 c5 2 c14!1
Should you play gambits's
last %seek If White has the Opposition
he sins If Black has it that he draws
Wayne Bell. v‘shelltrruill son)
http mur-cakticss.hlogspoi
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray • High School Senior
Varsity Cheerleader Captain Nicole
Darnall was recently named an
NCA All-American Cheerleader at
the summer camp at Vanderbilt
University. Darnall is the daughter
of Tim and Liz Anderson of Murray
and Jeff and Sharon Darnall of
Princeton.
The Humane Society of Calloway
County honored three individuals
with awards during the annual
meeting at the Weaks Community
Center. Jennifer Russell was awarded the Humane Teacher of the Year;
Susan Krieb was awarded the Frank
Blodgett Volunteer of the Year and
the Keith Heim Humanitarian o the
Year was awarded to Pat Workman.
Murray High School's Angela
Deiflella dominated in her first golf
match winning medalist honors in a
match with Calloway County and
Graves County at the Oaks Country
Club.
Mark and Karen Welch celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary with
a reception at their home.
Twenty years ago
Beverly Wyatt and Laurine Doran
are shown shopping in the sesquicentennial store downtown which is
up and running on the court square.
Mr. and Mrs. Chadwick Dale
Cochran of Murray are the parents.
of a son, Chadwick Hunter
Cochran. born Aug. 4 at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The 1944 graduating class of
Faxon High School held its 50th
reunion at Kenlake State Resort
Park Hotel. Members attending
were Bernice Pulido, Dorothy
Osterman. Charles Hugh Shaney,
Ricky Clark. Prentice holland,
Mildred Tutt, Mary Bell Brantley,
Sue Chaney, Carolyn Outland and
Dorothy Nell DuPreist.
Tina Johnson was crowned the
1994 Miss Marshall County at the
Marshall County Fair Queen contest. She is the daughter of Gary and
Sheila Johnson of Murray.,
Thirty years ago
Roger DeMerritt, vice president
of manufacturing development, is
shown speaking at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of

Commerce's quarterly meeting at
Golden Corral to share the company's reasons for locating a lawnmower motor plant at the site of the
former Tappan plant. He was joined
by Dick Fotsch who announced that
Philip Doug Hocking. a Murray
State University graduate, was hired
as personnel manager.
A delegation of representatives
from the city and the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce will be traveling to
Frankfort in the near future in hopes
of acquiring authorization for construction converting Glendale Road
from its present state to that of a
four lane and extending it to KY
121.
The Murray combo of Carolyn
Caldwell and Velvet Jones teamed
to win the Betty Shepard Golf
Tournament at the Oaks Country
Club.
Forty years ago
Officers of the Calloway County
High School Future Farmers of
America were at the Leadership
Training in Hardinsburg. They were
Steve McCuiston, Ralph Rogers.
Don Nance, Mack Harris, Kent
Letterman, Thomas Murdock,
Ricky Stewart, Anthony Webb, Phil
McCuiston and Tim Letterman
along with their advisors Carmen
Parks and Larry Gilbert.
Fifty years ago
A campaign was being waged
today to save an old log house
which tradition holds was the first
Calloway County Courthouse. It is
now at Fourth and Elm as a part of
a house being torn down. It is
believed to have been erected at
Wadesboro in 1822.
Six graduating seniors of Murray
High School recently volunteered
their services to help paint a section
of the third floor of the old MurrayCalloway County Hospital that will
be used for a Mental Health Center.
They are Linda Dibble, Sheila
Polly, Jennifer George, Ann Kay
Sanders, Letha Young and Judy
Howard.
Sixty years ago
J.A. Outland, health director,
said 15 cases of hepatitis have been
reported this year.

Attentive parents can prevent
kids being left alone in cars
DEAR ABBY: It disturbs me
greatly that we keep reading about
parents leaving their children in
cars, whether it be absentmindedness, stress or downright intentional. It needs to stop.
I'm hoping
car manufaccan
turers
come up with
an idea -maybe a sensor that once
the doors are
and
closed
locked,
should there
be motion or
a sound in the
vehicle, the
By Abigail
windows
Van Buren
would automatically open, giving a passerby a chance to see inside and maybe
save a precious life. -- FRUSTRATED BY "PREMATURE" ANGELS
DEAR FRUSTRATED: You
are not the only one who is disturbed by these recent tragedies.
They are on the minds of a lot
of people lately. Today's mail
brought a suggestion from another reader who is hoping to put
an end to the loss of these fragile young lives. A mother in Westland. Michigan, offered this:
DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion for parents. TALK to your
children when they are in the car
with you. I always carried on a
conversation, sang or counted to
my kids, even newborns, and continued through the years they were
rear-facing and forward-facing. It
helped them to learn their ABCs,
count,iirld even know where streets
were. It was also a running
reminder that someone very special was with me. I never listened to the radio, unless it was
nursery rhymes on DVD or toddler songs. It not only helped me
teach my children, but it also
made driving fun and safe for the
tiny passengers in my car. --

Dear Abby

Relieve PMS symptoms
with diet, lifestyle changes

DEAR DOCTOR K: Every
month 1 have awful PMS. Can
you suggest drug-free ways to
relieve my symptoms?
DEAR READER: Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a collection of symptoms that occur just
before and dunng menstruation.
The most common symptom is
unusual mood swings In addition, women
PMS
with
also experience irritability, anxiety,
depression,
headaches,
hot flashes,
bloating,
abdominal
cramping,
derst
breaten
ness and food
By
cravings.
Diet and
Dr. Anthony
lifestyle
Komarotf
strategies can
DEAR ABBY: I am friends
help alleviate some symptoms of
with a couple who have been
PMS:
married for three years. I have
HEAT. Apply heat (a heating
worked with the wife since before
pad, hot water bottle or a hot
their wedding. The wife is overtshower) to your stomach or back
ly sexual toward me and has
to temporarily relieve pain.
cheated on her husband with many
AVOID SKIPPING MEALS.
men during the last year.
Regular meals and snacks help
I'll be changing jobs soon and
maintain a balanced mood and
better energy level. Pair carbohythink the husband should know
drates with protein or fat to help
what his wife has been doing.
you feel full longer. Eat an apple
Should I send him an anonymous
with peanut butter, low-fat cheese
letter? Tell him in person? Or let
with crackers or vegetables with
him find out for himself in the
hummus.
future'? -- TROUBLED FRIEND
INCREASE YOUR CALCIUM
IN DETROIT
INTAKE. Women who get at least
DEAR TROUBLED: Because
1,000 milligrams of calcium a day
the woman is "overtly" sexual
fewer PMS symptoms comhave
husband
the
likely
with you, it's
pared with women who do not
already has an inkling. Whether
get the recommended calcium
you decide to tell him his wife
intake. Good food sources of calmen
multiple
is cheating with
cium include low-fat dairy proddepends on whether. YOU would
ucts, canned salmon, kale and bok
want to be told. But this I can
choy.
tell you emphatically: This inforWATCH YOUR CAFFEINE
mation should not be conveyed
Caffeine may increase
INTAKE.
a
from
letter
unsigned
in an
and anxiety.
moodiness
"friend."
LIMIT SALTY FOODS. Excess
salt can worsen bloating and weight

D W.K.
READERS: A nonprofit group
called KidsAndCars suggests that
parents 'place something they will
need (when exiting the vehicle),
such as a cellphone, handbag or
briefcase, near the child in the
back seat. Or keep a large stuffed
animal in the child's car seat when
it's not occupied. When the child
is in the car seat, place the stuffed
animal in the front passenger seat
as a reminder that the child is in
the back.
"And tell the child's day care
center or baby sitter that they will
always be called if your child
isn't coming in as scheduled. If
the child is absent without an explanation, the day care center or
baby sitter is expected to contact
a parent or another designated
caregiver."
I would not recommend an automatic device because it could fail.

Dr. Komareff

Nlurrav I e

gain.
GET ENOUGH B VITAMINS
Women who get more of the B
vitamins thiamine and riboflavin
from their food are less likely to
have PMS. Good food sources of
these B vitamins include sunflower seeds, beans, oats, dairy
products, dark green vegetables and
eggs.
MANAGE YOUR STRESS.
Stress can increase the number
and severity of PMS symptoms
To relieve stress, exercise regularly, or try yoga.
ACUPUNCTURE.There is limited but promising evidence that
acupuncture can help relieve menstrual pain.
INDULGE IN A LITTLE
CHOCOLATE. Many women crave
chocolate around their periods. If
you do. choose dark chocolate.
which has less sugar, over milk
chocolate.
Mild PMS is common. Talk
to your doctor if you experience
severe symptoms. These include:
-- Inability to carry out your
usual daily activities.
-- Symptoms that interfere with
your relationships.
-- Sudden onset of new PMS
symptoms or increase in severity.
PMS is one of those many
conditions that some doctors ignore
or dismiss, either because it is
not life-threatening, or because
there are no diagnostic tests or
objective abnormalities when the
doctor performs a physical examination. Some doctors are frustrated when a patient says she
has a symptom, yet the doctor
has no way of objectively verifying it.
Such an attitude is unfortunate. PMS produces very real suffering for millions of women. There
are drug-free ways that can help
alleviate the symptoms.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Holoiso
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, August Ii.
the 223rd day of 2014. There are
142 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1934, the first federal prisoners arrived at Alcatraz Island
(a former military prison) in San
Francisco Bay.On this date:
In 1860, the nation's first successftil yibier mill began operation near Virginia City, Nevada.
as( In 1909, the steamship SS Arapahoe became the first ship in North
America to issue an S.O.S. distress signal, off North Carolina's

Cape Hatteras.
In 1956, abstract painter Jackson Pollock. 44, died in an automobile accident on Long Island.
New York.
In 1964, the Beatles movie "A
Hard Day's Night" had its U.S.
premiere in New York.
In 1965, rioting and looting
that claimed 34 lives broke out
in the predominantly black, Watts
section of Los Angeles. In 1975. the United States
vetoed the proposed admission of
North and South Vietnam to the
United Nations,following the Secu-

BABY' BILLIES 5)
MA`i T. 5E6
CP-ivEta's
l.kGeNce?

ESL_C:11\11DIEcro

rity Council's refusal to considet
South Korea's application.
In 1984, during a voice test
for a paid political radio address.
President Ronald Reagan joked
that he had "signed legislation
that will outlaw Russia forever.
We begin bombing in five minutes."
In 1993, President Bill Clinton named Army Gen. John Shalikashvili (shah-lee-kash-VEE'-lee)
to be the new chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, succeeding
the retiring Gen. Colin Powell.

.,can do to unstick them? I don't want to have to
BOTHERSOME
throw them all away. — Candice in Illinois
BACKPACKS
Candice, you and probably many of my readers
Dear Readers: Here is this
included!) have a lot of envelopes left, over
(me
large
about
OFF,
SOUND
we
greetings cards, lovely stationery, etc.
from
backpacks:
Here are two Heloise hints to try: This is the
"Backpacks are wonderful
the envelopes
inventions for hikers and stu- easiest, and requires no work! Place
to help dry
longer
or
hours
24
for
freezer
the
in
dents. But people who use them
and place them on
can be quite thoughtless. I don't the glue. Afterward, take them
or even a pen to
sit on aisle seats of airplanes a flat surface. Use a dull knife
if it opens.
see
to
flap
the
under
slide
gently
anymore because people have
The other hint is to use your iron. Set it on low
hit me with eizeir backpacks. On
gently slide It over the sealed envelope
a benc11, bile man sat behind 1* wearing his back- heat, and
Then take a dull knife and slide it
times.
few
a
pack, and knocked me to the deck. I wish people
between the flap and the envelope to open.
would be more courteous." — N.V. in Texas
If none of these options works, you still don't
I agree! I have been bumped and even bruised
to throw away the envelopes. Use them for
have
the
one time while passengers were "loading" onto
or tear them open and use them to
plane. I carry a large, heavy tote, but I put it in scrap paper,
or coupons. — Heloise
receipts
store
Heloise
—
boarding.
front of me when
TH
TABLECLO
RUNAWAY
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Dear Heloise: You don't know how many times
Heloise
I have had to chase a runaway tablecloth at a picP.O. Box 795000
nic. I came up with an inexpensive solution: I cut
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
a small hole in each cornet of the tablecloth and
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
zip-tie it to the table legs. The tablecloth doesn't
Heloise(at)Heloise.com
blow away, and I just cut the ties when I am done.
FAST FACTS
ties are very cheap. so it isn't a big deal to
Cable
Dear Readers: Here is how Frances H. in Kane,
away each time. — A Reader in Texas
them
throw
green
around
come
that
bands
Pa., uses the rubber
Love those cable ties! I buy them by the bunonions:
Heloise
* Around a package of meat in the freezer to dle. —
OR
PROTECT
PEN
first.
use
to
one
know which
Dear Heloise: I bought an inexpensive plastic
* To hold a cookbook page open.
toothbrush holder and use it to hold pens and pen• Around opened frozen bags of veggies.
cils in my purse. It keeps the tips from being broflap.
don't
pages
the
so
checkbook
a
" Around
ken off the pencils, and it protects my purse should
— Heloise
pen leak. — N.B. in Texas
a
STUCK ENVELOPES
unused
of
bunch
whole
a
have
I
Dear Heloise:
by King Features Syndicate Inc.
envelopes that are sealed shut. Is there anything I (c)2014

by

Crosswords
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1
5
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
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26
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

Back muscle, briefly
Apollo Theater setting
Foot part
One, fz Juan
Breathe out
Bolivian city
"The Thinker" sculptor
"Skyfall" singer
Zodiac ram
Previously owned
Longings

Axis foes
Prom crowd
Island dance
Beach setting
Inner picture
Pub brew
Last letter, in London

27
28
29
30
33
35
36

Move like a moth
Trojan War hero
Runway sight
Grottos
Acts the shylock
Spin
Pardon
Chopping tool
Hive group
For adults only
Mountain road shape
Boulders
Bash
Competition including skate-
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Bends
Cavalry weapons
18 19 ilI
17•
River of Pakistan
ill
Hardy heroine
21UU
Play division
ill
Mouth part
Fly high
26 27 28
/Mall
Persian king
New cadet
Winter glider
Radical
32 33
31
Decays
35 36
Some amount of
Identical
37UUUU
ill
iv
Chum'
ill
Kubla Khan's home
II
Feels for a light switch
dUUU
Fill with stuff, as a moving van
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NASCAR

By JOHN WAWROW
& DAN GELSTON
AP Sports Writers
CANANDAIGUA, N.Y.(AP)
— The collision was as common
as any in racing. Kevin Ward
Jr.'s car spun twice like a top,
wheels hugging the wall, before
it plopped backward on the
dimly lit dirt track.
In a sport steeped with bravado, what happened next was
another familiar, but treacherous, move: Wearing a black firesuit and black helmet. the 20year-old Ward unbuckled himself, climbed out of the winged
car into the night and defiantly
walked onto the track at
Canandaigua Motorsports Park.
He gestured, making his disgust evident with the driver who
triggered the wreck with a
bump: three-time NASCAR
champion Tony Stewart.
Ward, a relative unknown
compared to NASCAR's noted
JAMES CRISP / AP Photo swashbuckler, was nearly hit by
Kentucky's Aaron Harrison speaks to the media before another passing car as he pointthe team's NCAA college basketball practice Wednesday, ed with his right arm in
Aug. 6, 2014, in Lexington, Ky. Kentucky guards Aaron Stewart's direction. As hennand Andrew Harrison feel they have unfinished business fronted Stewart in his passing
See STEWART, 10
and want to become better college players.

DERIK HAMILTON / AP Photo
In this Friday, Aug. 8, 2014 photograph, Tony Stewart stands in the garage area after a
practice session for Sunday's NASCAR Sprint Cup Series auto race at Watkins Glen
International, in Watkins Glen N.Y. Stewart struck and killed Kevin Ward Jr., 20, a sprint
car driver who had climbed from his car and was on the track trying to confront Stewart
during a race at Canandaigua Motorsports Park in upstate New York on Saturday night.
Ontario County Sheriff Philip Povero said his department's investigation Is not criminal
and that Stewart was "fully cooperative" and appeared "very upset" over what had happened.

PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

Harrison twins
have unfinished
Kentucky business
---.19cGARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

could run the table against his
youngsters, who will play without 7-foot junior Willie CauleyLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Stein (ankle) and 6-10 freshman
Kentucky guards Aaron and Trey Lyles (left leg).
Andrew Harrison feel they have
At the same time there's no
unfinished business with the substitute for higher -competiWildcats and want to become tion, and Calipari is eager to see
better college players.
how his Wildcats will look with
So now that they're back on much of last year's heralded
campus for another year after freshman class back. Especially
putting their NBA dreams on the Harrisons, who had been
hold for the moment,the 6-foot- projected as first-round draft
6 twins want to help Kentucky picks.
with another national title.
"Me, as a leader. I'm going to
Having the Harrisons in the go down there and try to win
lineup is critical for a Kentucky every game every time I step on
team eyeing another deep tour- the court," Andrew Harrison
nament run after losing 60-54 to said. "I'm going to make sure my
Connecticut in the NCAA cham- teammates are focused and
pionship. Besides adding height ready to play."
to an otherwise small Wildcats
While their tournament herobackcourt, the twins appear ics boosted their draft prospects,
more at ease in preparation for a the consensus was that both
six-game, eight-day exhibition could benefit from another year
tour in the Bahamas that starts of
college
experience.
Sunday.
Kentucky's wild fan base was
JEFF ROBERSON / AP Photo
The Harrisons want to build on subsequently relieved and jubi- Rory McIlroy, of Northern Ireland, celebrates a putt on the 13th hole during the final round of the PGA Championship
the cohesion that helped spark
lant when they announced their golf tournament at Valhalla Golf Club on Sunday, Aug. 10, 2014, in Louisville, Ky..
Kentucky's tournament run last returns.
year, highlighted by Aaron's
Calipari warned them that
clutch 3-pointers in back-tohard work was ahead answering
back games on passes from
questions about their skills.
Andrew.
Judging from summer workouts,
"Just having another year to
the coach said the Harrisons
play with my brother, that was
have addressed some obvious
the big. thing," Aaron Harrison
physical concerns.
said Wednesday of the decision"They've lost weight, so
making process. "I just wanted
played his best golf Sunday to
McIlroy never had to sweat so
they're more athletic and they're
to make sure I was ready. I know
MCILROY BECOMES
win his second straight major much to win one of golfs
playing faster." Calipari said.
I can play better in the college
and establish himself as golfs biggest events. And that's what
know what we're
THIRD-YOUNGEST
TO
WIN
game,so I just wanted to go out "They already
made this major so much sweetnext star.
trying to do, there's no anxiety.
there and win a national champier.
stage.
And
what
a
They're comfortable out on the
FOURTH MAJOR
onship."
"It is the most satisfying,"
The final major was pure thewhere last year they were
Their current focus is prepar- court,
By DOUG FERGUSON
as flashes from thousands of ater with an All-Star cast — Phil McElroy said. "To win it in this
themselves
out
figure
trying
to
ing for the Bahamas tour, where
camera lit up Valhalla like a rock Mickelson, Rickie Fowler, fashion and this style, it means a
AP Golf Writer
the Wildcats will face older, and that's why they had that
stuff.
language
concert.
body
Henrik Stenson all with a share lot. It means that I know that I
more experienced teams from
don't
of
that
see
"You
this
any
wanted
Everyone
LOUISVILLE,
to
capture
(AP)
a
—
Ky.
of
the lead on the back nine. The can do it. I know that I can come
Puerto Rico, France and the
Dominican Republic. Kentucky year, unless it's toward each Rory McIlroy stood over a 10- moment from golfs latest coro- final two hours were filled with from behind. I know that I can
inch putt in gathering darkness nation.
eagles and birdies, with tension mix it up with the best players in
coach John Calipari jokingly other."
Championship
McIlroy
PGA
10
,
BUSINESS,
his
win
test,
biggest
•
and
the
See
In
chaos.
to
X Sea VALHALLA, 10
suggested those veteran squads

Peat Scot

Kentucky routs Puerto Rico
7449 in exhibition
NASSAU, Bahamas (AP) -7
Aaron Harrison scored 15
points. Alex Poythress and
freshman Karl-Anthony Towns
both added 10 and Kentucky
opened its six-game exhibition
tour of the Bahamas with a 7449 rout of the Puerto Rico
national team reserves on
Sunday.
Marcus Lee and freshman
Devin Booker added nine points
each for the Wildcats, who will
face teams from France. the
Dominican Republic and Puerto

Rico over the next week.
Kentucky was 29 of 60 from the
By DAVID GINSBURG
field (48 percent) and outreAP Sports Writer
bounded Puerto Rico 41-36.
Towns led Kentucky with
Using
BALTIMORE (AP)
seven rebounds, while Lee. their own brand of baseball, the
Poythress and Dakari Johnson St. Louis Cardinals showed
all had six.
power-hitting Baltimore they
Johwen Villegas scored 14 can score a bunch of runs, too.
points for Puerto Rico. which
Rookie Kolten Wong had four
shot 33 percent.
hits and scored twice. Peter
Kentucky faces Champagne Bourjos homered and St. Louis
Chalons-Reims from France.on beat the Orioles 8-3 Sunday to
avoid a three-game sweep.
Monday.

After allowing nine home runs
in losing the first two games of
the series by a collective 22-5
score, the Cardinals amassed a
season-high 17 hits — 14 of
them singles.
St. Louis came into the game
with 80 home runs compared to
147 for Baltimore, but the
Cardinals' style of little ball produced a big win.
"We walked in'here today and
that's all the conversation was.

we've got to win this, we've got straight scoreless appearances at
to figure out a way to get this home.
The additional runs seemed to
one," manager Mike Matheny
said. "We felt good about what be unnecessary, but against the
our offense could do. The guys, Orioles it's hard to determine
they were taking good at-bats all how much offense is enough.
"We saw what they can do the
day long. We got a couple big
hits when we needed them; last couple nights and we had to
keep pushing to keep pace with
that's usually the difference."
Bourjos capped the barrage them and keep the lead," third
with a tlfree-run drive in the baseman Daniel Descalso said.
Wong's four hits, all of them
ninth off Zach Britton, ending
•See CARDS, 10
the left-hander's run of 27

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
•luiit alexandelekyth L. 0(11
(270)753-4703

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
NFL Glance
Thursday's Games
N S Jets 13, Indianapolis 10
Washington 23, New England 6
Baltimore 23, San Francisco 3
Kansas City 41, Cincinnati 39
Deriver 21. Seattle 18
San Diego 27 Dallas 7
Friday's Games
Atlanta 16 Miami 10
Buffalo 20. Carolina 18
Jaciisonville 16 Tampa Bay 10
Chicago 34 Philadelphia 28
Minnesota 10. Oakland 6
New Orleans 26, St Louis 24
Saturdays Games
Detroit 13. Cleveland 12
N Y Giants 20, Pittsburgh 16
Tennessee 20, Green Bay 16
Anzona 32. Houston 0
Thursday, Aug. 14
Jacksonville at Chicago 8 pm
Fnday Aug 15
Philadelphia at New England. 710 pm
Tennessee at New Orleans 8 p m
San Diego at Seattle. 10 p.m
Detroit at Oakland, 10 p m.
Saturday, Aug. 18
Green Bay at St Louis, 4 pm
Baltimore at Dallas, 7 p m
N Y Giants at Indianapolis, 7 p.m
N
JOTS at Cincinnati, 7 p.m
Buffalo at Pittsburgh, 730 p.m.
Miami at Tampa Bay. 7:30 pm.
Atlanta at Houston. 8 p.m.
Arizona at Minnesota, 8.30 p.m.
Sunday, Aug. 17
Denver at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Kansas City at Carolina. 8 p.m.
Monday, Aug. 18
Cleveland at Washington. 8 p.m.

MLB Glance
National League
East Division
W
L Pct
Washington
63 53.543
Atlanta
60 57.513
Miami
57 60.487
New York
56 62.475
Philadelphia
53 65.449

Central Division
W
L Pct GB
65 53.551
62 54.534
62 55.530
60 58.508
14
SO 66.431
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Arig.ies
67 52.563
Sin Francisco
62 56.525 455
Sin DIego
54 62.466
51 67.432 1554
Colorado
46 71.393
20
Saturday's Games
Baltimore 10, St. Louis 3
Tampa Bay 4. Chicago Cubs 0
NY Mets 2. Philadelphia 1 11 innings
San Diego 2, Pittsburgh 1
Milwaukee 4, L A Dodgers 1
Miami 4, Cincinnati 3
Kansas City 5 San Francisco 0
Washington 4 Atlanta 1 11 innings
Arizona 14 Colorado 4
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Miami 2
Philadelphia 7. N Y Mets 6
San Diego 8. Pittsburgh 2
St Louis 8, Baltimore 3
L A Dodgers 5, Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 7. San Francisco 4
CagoC.tu3.Ta.mpaBey?12
innings
Colorado 5. Arizona 3, 10 innings
Atlanta 3. Washington 1
Monday's Games
N Y. Mets (Niese 5-8) at Philadelphia
(D Buchanan 6-5), 105 p.m
Detroit (Verlancler 10-10) at Pittsburgh
(Locks 3-3), 7.05 p.m.
L.A Dodgers (Haren 9-91 at Atlanta
(Teheran 10-8), 7:10 p.m
St. Louis (S Miller 8-8) at Miami
(Koehler 7-9). 7:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Gailardo 6-6) at Chicago
Cubs (Arneta 6-3), 8:05 p m.
Colorado (Lyles 6-1) at San Diego
(Hahn 7-3), 10:10 p.m.
Milwaukee
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Chicago

Driver Cory Sparks. a friend
of Ward's, was a few cars back
car, disaster struck.
Ward was standing to the right when Ward was killed.
"The timing was unsafe," he
of Stewart's familiar No. 14 car,
which seemed to fishtail from said of Ward's decision to get
the rear and hit him. According out of his car to confront
to video and witness accounts, Stewart. "When your adrenaline
Ward's body was sucked under- is going, and you're taken out of
neath the car and hurtled a race, your emotions flare."
It's often just a part of racing.
through the air before landing on
his back as fans looked on in Drivers from mild-mannered
Jeff Gordon to ladylike Danica
horror.
Ward was killed. Stewart,con- Patrick have erupted in anger on
sidered one of the most profi- the track at another driver. The
cient drivers in racing, dropped confrontations are part of the
out of Sunday's NASCAR race sport's allure: Fans love it and
at Watkins Glen, hours after cheer wildly from the stands.
Saturday's crash. And the sport Stewart, who has a reputation
was left reeling from a tragedy for being a hothead nicknamed
that could have ripple effects "Smoke," once wound up like a
from the biggest stock car series pitcher and tossed his helmet
down to weeknight dirt track like a fastball at Matt Kenseth's
racing.
windshield.
"There aren't words to
"I've seen it many times in
describe the sadness I feel about NASCAR, where a driver will
the accident that took the life of confront the other one, and a lot
Kevin Ward Jr.," Stewart said in of times they'll try to speed past
a statement.
them. And that's what it
Authorities questioned the 43- appeared to me as if what Tony
year-old Stewart once on Stewart did, he tried to speed
Saturday night and went to past Ward," witness Michael
Watkins Glen to talk to him Messerly said. "And the next
again Sunday. They described thing I could see. I didn't see
him as "visibly shaken" after the Ward any more. It just seemed
crash and said he was coopera- like he was suddenly gone."
tive.
The crash also raised quesOn Sunday, Ontario County tions about whether Stewart will
Sheriff Philip Povero said that continue with his hobby of racinvestigators also don't have any ing on small tracks on the side of
evidence at this point in the the big-money' NASCAR races.
investigation to support criminal He has long defended his particintent. But he also said that ipation in racing on tracks like
criminal charges have not been the one where the crash hapruled out.
pened. even as accidents and
The crash raised several ques- injury have put his day
job in
tions: Will Ward's death cause NASCAR
at risk.
drivers to think twice about onSaturday's crash came almost
confrontations? Did
track
exactly a year after Stewart sufStewart try and send his own
fered a compound fracture to his
message by buzzing Ward, the
right leg in a sprint car race in
young driver, only to have his
Iowa. The injury cost him the
risky move turn fatal'? Or did
second half of the NASCAR
Ward simply take his life into
season and sidelined him during
his own hands by stepping into
NASCAR's important Chase for
traffic in a black firesutsuit on a
the Sprint Cup Championship.
dark track?
Stewart only returned to sprint
The only one who may have
racing last month.
track
that answer is Stewart.
The
crash site is the same track
David S. Weinsten, a former
where
Stewart was involved in a
state and federal prosecutor in
Miami who is now in private July 2013 accident that seriously
practice, said it would be diffi- injured a 19-year-old driver. He
later took responsibility for his
cult to prove criminal intent.
"(think even with the video, car making contact with another
it's going to be tough to prove and triggering the 15-car accithat this was more than just an dent that left Alysha Ruggles
accident and that it was even with a compression fracture in
culpable negligence, which he her back.
"Everybody has hobbies," he
should've known or should've
believed that by getting close to said last month, adding that
this guy. that it was going to "there are a lot of other things I
could be doing that are a lot
cause the accident," he said.
The sheriff renewed a plea for more dangerous and a lot bigger
spectators to turn over photos waste of time with my time off
and videos of the crash. do than doing that."
Greg Zipadelli, competition
Investigators were reconstructStewart-Haas
ing the accident and looking into director for
everything froin'the dim lighting Racing, said Stewart felt strongon a portion of the track to how ly he should not race after the
muddy it was, as well as if wreck. Regan Smith replaced
Ward's dark firesuit played a him in his car.
"We're racing with heavy
role in his death, given the conhearts." Smith said.
ditions

OVERLAND PARK, Kan.
(AP) — Andrew Wiggins told
Kansas coach Bill Self that he
wants to be traded from
Cleveland to Minnesota because
the No. 1 overall pick believes it
will be better for his long-term
future.
Wiggins joined his former
coach as a guest instructor at
Self's basketball camp in suburban Kansas City on Sunday.
And while Wiggins declined to
speak to the few reporters at
Shawnee Mission West High
School, Self said the rookie
wants to carve out his own legacy in the NBA.
"When all this trade stuff
started, I talked to Andrew and.
Andrew told me, "I hope I get
traded," Self said. "And I'm
like,'No you don't.' And he said,
"Coach, I do. It's better for me,
knowing my personality and
what I need to do, to go somewhere where I'm forced to be
something as opposed to going
in there where they're going to
be patient with me and I'm
going to be a piece."
Earlier this week, The
Associated Press and several
other outlets reported a deal has
been reached to send Wiggins,
Anthony' Bennett and a firstround pick to Minnesota for AllStar forward Kevin Love, who
will join LeBron James and
Kyrie Irving to form a new "Big
3" in Cleveland.
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singles, matched a career high
and lifted his batting average II
points to .253.
St. Louis right-hander Lance
Lynn (12-8) gave up three runs
and nine hits over 5 2-3 innings,
only the second time in his last
12 starts that he allowed more
than two runs.
"They've got some guys that
can hit the ball all the way up
and down the lineup, and I knew
that going in today it was going
to be a grind," Lynn said. "I was
able to make enough pitches
when I needed to and get out of
some jams."
Nick tvtarkakis had four hits
for the Orioles, who went 2 for
13 with runners in scoring position. Caleb Joseph's streak of
consecutive games with a home
run ended at five, one short of
the club record.
manager
Orioles
Buck
Showalter was ejected after a
replay overturned an out call on
a force play' in the top of the seventh. His first ejection of the
season was automatic after he
came out to argue the result of a
replay.
Baltimore
starter
Kevin
Gausman (6-4) allowed three
runs and eight hits in five
innings.
"I like that he didn't let the
game get away from him completely," Showalter said. "A lot
of borderline pitches. It wasn't
like he'imploded."
The AL East-leading Orioles
next host the New York Yankees
for a three-game series that
begins Monday night. New York

The deal cannot be consummated until Aug. 23, when
Wiggins is eligible to be traded.
Self said that he initially
thought everything worked out
perfectly for Wiggins, who
would have a chance to win
immediately in Cleveland. But
he also saw Wiggins' point: The
low-key, soft-spoken swingman
could fare better if he's carrying
the weight of a franchise.
That would never have happened if Wiggins was playing in
James's lengthy shadow.
"Even though in a weird way
everybody would love the
opportunity to play with LeBron
because you're guaranteed winning," Self said, "for the
longevity of his career, he needs
to develop that mindset to be the
guy, for him to be great, and I
think being Minnesota will help
him do that."
Wiggins, who set numerous
freshman records during his
lone season with the Jayhawks,
also appears to be a good fit for
the Timberwolves. While his
defense is already NBA-caliber,
Wiggins will be able to develop
his offense alongside point
guard Ricky Rubio in an uptempo system.
Speaking of that offense,
Wiggins took part in a modified
game of horse on Saturday
against former Kansas stars Jeff
Graves,Jeff Hawkins and several young campers. After clanking a series of 3-pointers off the
iron. Wiggins was the first con-

trails by six games.
"We don't really look at it quite
the way everybody else does,"
Showalter said. "It's significant
because they're one of the teams
we've got to be better than when
the smoke clears."
St. Louis went up 4-2 in the
sixth on an RBI single by
Descalso,but Markakis matched
that in the bottom half with a
run-scoring single.
Successive
doubles
by
Descalso and Matt Carpenter,
off Andrew Miller in the eighth,
made it 5-3.
Bourjos wrapped it up with his
home run. He entered as a pinch
runner in the seventh.
TRAINER'S ROOM
Orioles: Shortstop 1.1. Hardy
was a late scratch from the starting lineup with a sprained left
thumb. "I was full uni, ready to
go," Hardy said afterward. "I
was planning on playing."
ON DECK
Cardinals:
Right-hander
Shelby Miller (8-8) seeks his
25th career. victory Monday
night in the opener of a threegame series in Miami.
Orioles: Baltimore looks to
improve upon its 6-3 record
against the Yankees when Bud
Norris (9-7) faces New York's
Chris- Capuano (1-2) on Monday
night.
STREAKS SNAPPED
Cardinals:
hadn't
Lynn
allowed more than two runs in
six straight starts before this
one.
Orioles: Their eight-game run
with at least one long ball ended.
Baltimore is 56-25 when hitting
a HR and 11-25 when it doesn't.
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the world down the stretch in a
major and come out on top."
The final par — the easiest
shot he faced all day — gave
McIlroy a 3-under 68 to outlast
Mickelson by a stroke and beat
the darkness that threatened to
spoil this show. He became only
the fourth player in the last century' to winlour majors at 25 or
younger. The others were Tiger
Woods, Jack Nicklaus and
Bobby Jones,three of the game's
greatest players.
Boy Wonder appears on his
way to belonging in that group.
"I didn't think in my wildest
dreams I'd have a summer like
this," said McIlroy,only the seventh player to win the last two
majors of the year. "I played the
best golf of my life. I really gutted it out today."
He finished at I6-under 268,
the lowest score to win the PGA
in 13 years.
But one of the greatest shows
on soggy turf came with a most
peculiar ending.
Three shots behind as he stood
in the 10th fairway, McIlroy got
back in the game with a 3-wood
from 281 yards into 7 feet for
eagle. He took the outright lead
when all three of his challengers
eventually made bogey, and
finally gave himself some
breathing room. With a 9-iron
from a fairway bunker to 10 feet
for birdie on the 17th, he took a
two-shot lead going to the par-5
closing hole.
Because of a two-hour rain
delay earlier. darkness was
falling quickly and it wasn't certain McIlroy would be able to
finish.
McIlroy was allowed to hit his
tee shot before Mickelson and
Fowler had reached their drives.
Both were only two shots
behind, still in the game.
McIlroy came within a yard of
hitting in a hazard right of the
fairway.
Then, the PGA of America
allowed McIlroy to hit his second shot. Mickelson and Fowler
had to stand to the side of the
green.
"We were cool with hitting the
tee shot," Fowler said. "We
weren't expecting the approach
shots."
Fowler had a 50-foot eagle
attempt to tie for the lead. He
was well off the mark, and
missed the short birdie putt
attempt that cost him his third
straight runner-up finish in a
major. Mickelson was short of
the green, and his chip came
within inches of dropping for an
eagle that would have tied him
for the lead.
Mickelson appeared upset that
they had to wait to finish the

hole, — not standard procedure
in a PGA Tour event — and he
made two references in a TV
interview that this is the only
championship the PGA of
America runs all year.
"It didn't affect the outcome of
the championship at all, 1 don't
think," Mickelson said. "It's not
what we normally do. It's not a
big deal either way."
Mickelson closed with a 66
and was runner-up for the ninth
time in a major.
Fowler became the first player
in history to finish in the top five
at all four majors without winning one. He closed with a 68
and tied for third with Stenson.
who fell out of a share of the
lead by missing a 3-foot par putt
on the 14th hole. Stenson shot a
66.
McIlroy hit his second shot
into a bunker, and he had to twoputt from 35 feet for the win. He
lagged the first one to tap-in
range, and the major was-his.
McIlroy repeatedly pumped his
fist before letting out a scream
above the gallery' that had been
treated to a Sunday it won't soon
forget.
McIlroy won his first two
majors by eight shots at the 2011
U.S. Open and 2012 PGA
Championship. Only a month
ago, 'McIlroy took a six-shot
lead into the final round of the
British Open and completed a
wire-to-wire win with only a
brief scare.
This was different.
"I think I showed a lot of guts
out there to get the job done." he
said.
It might not have been possible without a 3-wood on the par5 10th hole. McIlroy watched
Fowler make a 30-foot birdie
putt ahead of hitn. for the outright lead and knew it was time
to get going. He hit his 3-wood
lower than he wanted, and further to the left than he wanted,
but it turned out perfect.
Once he joined the leaders
with a birdie on the 13th, none
of the contenders made another
birdie the rest of the way until it
was too late.
All that was left after an
exhausting day of raw emotions
was for McIlroy to summon
enough energy to hoist the 27pound Wanamaker Trophy. He
crouched before the presentation, trying to collect his
thoughts at the last month. Not
since Woods in 2008 has anyone
won three straight tournaments.
and they were big ones — the
British Open, a World Golf
Championship and the PGA
Championship. He played them
in a combined 48-under par.
"He's better than everyone else
right now," Mickelson said.
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Aaron Harrison conceded that
adjusting to Kentucky and the
high expectations was hard as a
freshman. Things didn't improve
until the lifelong relationship
between the twins finally
clicked and the Wildcats began
stringing together NCAA tournament wins.

the environment, talking more
about where the program can go
after falling short against
UConn.
That's important as Kentucky
breaks in another top-five
recruiting class. The twins insist
that communication won't be an
issue, and there's every reason to
believe they'll be on the same
page.
"I'll be a lot more comfortable
and a lot more relaxed out
there." Aaron Harrison said.
"We'll just be able to go out
there and have fun and just
worry about the game, and not
worry about anything else."

Since the final, both have
become more committed to their
development by avoiding temptations such as late-night fast
food runs in favor of more sleep.
They've also seemed to embrace
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